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Abstract: Contextual processing (or context processing; CP) is an integral component of 
cognition. CP allows people to manage their thoughts and actions by adjusting to surround-
ings. CP involves the formation of an internal representation of context in relation to the 
environment, maintenance of this information over a period of time, and the updating of 
mental representations to reflect changes in the environment. Each of these functions can be 
affected by aging and associated conditions. Here, we introduced contextual processing 
research and summarized the literature studying the impact of normal aging and neurode-
generation-related cognitive decline on CP. Through searching the PubMed, PsycINFO, and 
Google Scholar databases, 23 studies were retrieved that focused on the impact of aging, 
mild cogniitve impairment (MCI), Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and Parkinson’s disease (PD) 
on CP. Results indicated that CP is particularly vulnerable to aging and neurodegeneration. 
Older adults had a delayed onset and reduced amplitude of electrophysiological response to 
information detection, comparison, and execution. MCI patients demonstrated clear signs of 
impaired CP compared to normal aging. The only study on AD suggested a decreased 
proactive control in AD participants in maintaining contextual information, but seemingly 
intact reactive control. Studies on PD restricted to non-demented older participants, who 
showed limited ability to use contextual information in cognitive and motor processes, 
exhibiting impaired reactive control but more or less intact proactive control. These data 
suggest that the decline in CP with age is further impacted by accelerated aging and 
neurodegeneration, providing insights for improving intervention strategies. This review 
highlights the need for increased attention to research this important but understudied field. 
Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, mild-cognitive impairment, aging, 
dementia, contextual processing, EEG-ERP, behavior

Introduction
Age-associated cognitive change can be a common part of normal aging, with 
declines in processing speed, inhibitory control, and working memory capacity 
being the archetypes.1 In accelerated aging with neurodegeneration such as 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most common form of late life dementia, cognitive 
changes are more drastic, affecting multiple domains including attention, executive 
function, decision-making, and memory.2,3 Similarly, Parkinson’s disease (PD), 
a neurodegenerative disorder that leads to rigidity, bradykinesia, and imbalance, 
can also involve executive dysfunction and working memory deficits.4,5 

Importantly, dementia often manifests from intermediate changes due to normal 
aging, known as mild cognitive impairment (MCI),6 which is a target for early 
detection and more effective early interventions. Multiple genetic and modifiable 
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lifestyle factors have been associated with long-term 
adverse health outcomes in aging. These include an 
unhealthy diet, smoking, alcoholism, obesity, and inactiv-
ity, and even the impact of adverse childhood experiences 
(ACE) can increase the risk of neurodegeneration and 
neuropsychiatric consequences in late adulthood.7,8

More directly related to the present paper, research has 
shown that contextual processing (CP, sometimes also 
referred to as context processing) is another important 
cognitive domain that can be greatly impaired during 
senescence.9 CP entails the ability to process different 
streams of information to select the response that is most 
relevant for a certain context while inhibiting others for 
people to adapt to changing scenarios. CP reflects cogni-
tive flexibility in that it depends on the functional integrity 
of the prefrontal cortex (eg, dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex),4,10 through context activation/updating and con-
text maintenance.11 The former is the ability to reactivate/ 
update context information on a trial-by-trial basis (ie, 
comparing the current to previously exposed information) 
whilst the latter reflects the working memory capacity to 
retain/activate/update the learned information. CP is uti-
lized in various situations such as orienting one’s self in 
space, adapting to novel scenarios, and facilitating deci-
sion-making processes, based on the general knowledge of 
certain objects, previously exposed information, and addi-
tional cues.5,9,11 The capability of CP also allows people to 
select the responses for dealing with particular tasks with 
flexible behaviour adaptation.12

There is a gap in the literature regarding the impact of 
aging and neurodegeneration on CP. An apparent primary 
reason for this is that CP can be complexly presented, 
closely linked to many other well-studied cognitive skills. 
When evaluating cognitive performance, it may be diffi-
cult to differentiate a deficit oriented with CP from that 
with other cognitive skills such as executive function and 
memory retrieval. Even so, there are individual studies 
targeting a possible difference in CP performance between 
normal and accelerated aging. It is hypothesized that aging 
can lead to a reduction in CP performance, while neuro-
degeneration and dementia can cause a marked weakening 
in this cognitive domain.

The current lack of reviews to synthesize this informa-
tion motivated our present research. Such knowledge is 
important in order to truly understand the relationship 
between neural substrates and disease sequelae, paving 
the way for more effective preventative and management 
strategies. The understanding is also critical for the 

development of portable technologies allowing for effec-
tive detection of brainwave changes in aging and dementia 
at point of care.13–15 The objective of this paper is to 
summarize the current literature on how normal and accel-
erated aging processes affect context processing.

To better prepare readers with the results, we start by 
introducing the key aspects of CP research.

Contextual Processing Research

Proactive Control and Reactive Control of 
Contextual Processing
Based on the “dual mechanism of cognitive control” 
(DMC) model, cognitive flexibility with CP is achieved 
through proactive control and/or reactive control, depend-
ing on the situational demands.16 Proactive control is 
a sustained, anticipatory form of control that allows indi-
viduals to respond efficiently and rapidly. Task-relevant 
information is held in working memory (ie, identity of 
previous stimuli and task instructions) to anticipate the 
upcoming stimuli.16 Proactive control is essentially main-
taining contextual information in mind in order to respond 
appropriately to a certain scenario or task. For example, if 
a person is told to only respond when they see a certain 
cue-probe pair, ie, the word “animal” (cue) followed by 
the word “dog” as a probe, they must remember what the 
cue was while determining if it matches with the newly- 
presented probe. Being able to remember what the cue was 
allows individuals to respond faster when the correct probe 
is presented.

Reactive control on the other hand is used in situations 
where anticipating the upcoming stimuli does not yield 
optimal results or when the cue’s predictability for the 
upcoming probe is unreliable.16 Reactive control helps 
individuals respond appropriately when facing unexpected 
stimuli and enables them to recognize incorrect informa-
tion so that they can act accordingly in light of the novel 
information. For instance, a person would expect to see the 
word “dog” appear when the word “animal” is presented 
as a cue; however, the probe could be irrelevant objects, 
eg, house, car, and tree. When the cue is misleading the 
individual must use reactive control to suppress inap-
propriate actions.

Neuroanatomical Basis of Contextual 
Processing
The proactive and reactive controls of CP activate different 
brain regions and vary in the temporal pattern of neural 
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activity.16–18 The proactive control is associated with the 
sustained activation of the lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), 
reflecting the active maintenance of task goals and instruc-
tions. The hippocampus/medial temporal lobe is another 
neural region associated with proactive control because it 
helps maintain information online during working-memory 
tasks and binds task-relevant information to specific regions 
of the brain to elicit an appropriate response based on the 
presented stimulus.16 Previous research has also suggested 
that proactive control is linked to the dopaminergic system. 
More specifically, when a task-relevant stimulus is pre-
sented, phasic bursts of dopamine are synchronously 
released within the PFC. These phasic bursts dopamine 
release enables the PFC to be activated for longer periods 
of time, allowing contextual information to be maintained 
online for longer whilst protecting it from interference 
effects caused by task-irrelevant inputs.16–18

The reactive control, on the other hand, activates the lateral 
prefrontal cortex transiently whenever interference is detected, 
reflecting reactivation. Reactive control is also linked with the 
dopaminergic system but dopamine is not released in a phasic 
manner as seen in proactive control.16 The anterior cingulate 
cortex (ACC) that is involved in attention, conflict detection 
and monitoring has also been documented to be important for 
both proactive and reactive control.16,18

The dorsolateral PFC together with its association net-
works is key for CP regulation, due to several 
characteristics.4,19–25 The PFC network regulates top-down 
processing by using contextual constraints or information 
cognitively stored to guide behaviours, modulates activity 
in other task-relevant areas for the selection of appropriate 
responses. PFC is highly interconnected with other cortical 
and subcortical areas such as parietal cortices, temporal 
lobes, and the basal ganglia, which are associated with 
sensory perception and movement initiation.19,22 

Contextual information influences working memory via 
the lateral PFC, by extracting and transforming task- 
relevant information into context representations.5,21,22,26 

These multi-modal context representations are maintained 
in PFC to control both motor and sensory processes and 
enable the selection and implementation of appropriate 
actions depending on the context.22

Electrophysiological Basis of Contextual 
Processing
The event related potentials (ERP) derived from the elec-
troencephalography (EEG) brain brainwaves are commonly 

used to understand the electrophysiological basis of CP. The 
ERP component P300 (P3), or more specifically the P3b 
component suggestive for target detection, is a known elec-
trophysiological marker for CP.26–29 Using the oddball tar-
get detection task, where infrequent targets are embedded in 
a series of frequent standard stimuli,30 a posterior-parietal 
scalp distribution of the P3b is elicited every time a target 
stimulus is detected. This indicates that the P3b plays a role 
in comparing environmental cues to contextual information, 
in that the person compares the current stimulus to the 
previous stimuli using working memory, ie, does the current 
stimulus match the cue that was previously seen.27,31 The 
P300 has also been associated with stimulus categorization 
and template matching of targets in working memory.32–34 

There may be a recurrent link between working memory, 
CP, and the P3b component, affected by allocation of atten-
tion to a stimulus, stimulus-task relevance and decision 
confidence.35,36 P3b latency is associated with the stimulus 
evaluation time to determine if the stimulus is task- 
relevant,37–39 and with the mediation between perceptual 
analysis and response initiation to identify the stimulus and 
accordingly initiate a response.40 P3b amplitude is modu-
lated by attentional allocation and the task relevance of 
a stimulus.35,36 Prolonged latencies and attenuated ampli-
tudes of P3b have been shown in patients with neurologic 
conditions.41

Another ERP component that has been linked to CP is 
N2, correlated with contextual encoding42 and reflecting 
the degree of attention required to process stimuli and 
conflict monitoring.43,44 The contingent negative variation 
(CNV) is another known ERP component associated with 
CP, representing the maintenance of task-related 
information,45 and indexing stimulus expectation and 
motor preparation.46,47 Other ERP markers associated 
with CP include the lateralized readiness potential (LRP 
which is used to measure motor processes) and N2cc (an 
ERP component that prevents responses based on stimulus 
position involved in the Simon task).48,49

Moreover, researchers have attempted the utility of 
portable EEG-ERP technologies in the establishment of 
the brain vital sign framework in order to rapidly capture 
and evaluate the important brainwave markers, including 
consistent N400 characteristics during semantic informa-
tion processing.13–15 By linking the previously reported 
N400 responses acquired using traditional laboratory- 
based experiments with the rapid bedside detection, this 
innovative research supports the development of rapid 
physiological-based measurements of higher cognitive 
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functions such as CP, without reliance on lab-based experi-
mental probes for potential clinical translation.13–15

Behavioral Tests for Contextual 
Processing
The expectancy AX continuous performance test (AX- 
CPT) has been validated to index CP capacity.50 In the 
AX-CPT, subjects are asked to detect targets (X) and non- 
targets (non-X) within a steam of presented letters. The 
goal is to press the target button only when it is preceded 
by a certain letter, eg, “A”, which is the cue. For any non- 
A letters (referred to as “B cues”), subjects must inhibit 
themselves from pressing the target button even if fol-
lowed by the letter X. Other versions of the AX-CPT 
include the “BX” and “AY trials,” which test context 
maintenance and the capacity to overcome automatic 
responses, respectively.

The Stroop task is also often used to index CP, evalu-
ating dynamic control, rule generation, and task 
switching.12 The task presents either a color or a word 
based upon a cue that precedes the stimulus, or a rule that 
is established at the beginning of a task, eg, “color” or 
“word”.51,52 The color of the stimulus may be different 
from what it is written in, ie, the word “blue” filled with 
a “red” font color.

The garden path sentence task, Go no-go paradigm, 
stop-signal paradigm, and flanker interference are all 
used to examine inhibitory control.53–55 In the garden 
path sentence task, participants are instructed to remember 
a low-probability word ending, ie, the word “hair” instead 
of the word “teeth” for the phrase: “Before bed, remember 
to brush your [. . .].”53 After a delay interval, they are 
asked to recall the low-probability ending word for the 
phrases that were shown to them prior to the delay. In the 
go no-go task, participants are asked to refrain themselves 
from responding to a low-frequency target stimulus, with 
fewer errors signifying a better response inhibition.55 

A variation of the go no-go task asks the participants to 
alternate between a letter categorization task (deciding if 
a vowel was present) and a number categorization task 
(deciding if an even number was present), and to respond 
only if a vowel or an even number were present.56 In 
a similar version of the go no-go paradigm participants 
are asked to reach for a target when they saw a specific cue 
appearing on the screen.57 In the stop-signal task, partici-
pants are asked to suppress an action when instructed, ie, 
when a certain tone is presented.54 In the flanker 

interference test, participants are asked to press 
a keyboard button that corresponds to the direction the 
central target is facing — sometimes the central target 
faces a direction that is opposite to the peripheral items 
(flankers) — the goal is to respond as quickly as possible 
without being distracted.58

In the counting distraction-attention task,59 participants 
are asked to press a letter that corresponds to the correct 
number of digits presented. For instance, in the congruent 
condition, one of the digits 1–4 are presented, ie, “10;” the 
number and the amount of correct digits present match (in 
this case, the cue contains the number 1 and only one of 
the four allowed numbers is present).59 In the incongruent- 
eligible condition, the number and identity of the digits did 
not match, ie, “33;” the number 3 is correct but this cue 
only has two of the allowed numbers.59 In the auditory- 
visual distraction-attention task, participants are presented 
with auditory and visual stimuli and are asked to focus 
solely on one stimulus, testing their task-switching and 
execution abilities.60

In the predictive sequence visual task participants are 
instructed to use the preceding information (series of tri-
angles moving from left, upwards, and right) to anticipate 
the target (downward facing triangle).24 The multi-finger 
sequencing task, on the other hand, is used to study the 
ability to overcome automatic responses.61 Participants 
press a keyboard button that corresponds to the color of 
a block, ie, “m” key for red box and “n” key for blue box, 
and the colored blocks are presented in different orders.61

In the Simon task, subjects are asked to respond to 
a non-spatial feature of a lateralized stimulus while ignor-
ing its position (ie, when the word “left” is presented on 
the right side of the screen, they need to press the key-
board button that corresponds to the word irrespective of 
its position).62

Contextual Processing Execution in 
Relation to Other Aspects of Cognition
CP is a component of executive function and working 
memory.4,5 When there is a delay between task-relevant 
stimuli and the generation of a response, contextual infor-
mation is maintained over time and facilitates working 
memory.5,63 In the daily environment, sequences of events 
separated in time are integrated and actively maintained in 
working memory to help guide actions.19 Contextual infor-
mation also mirrors the series of events that are separated 
in time, which are then integrated by working memory into 
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predictive goal-relevant information. These are short pre-
dictive sequences of stimuli that precede the target event, 
ie, symbols, words, or patterns, which the individual then 
uses to react accordingly.19

When engaging in CP, people first comprehend the task- 
relevant (predictive) stimuli, detect the stimuli, and translate 
this information into a self-guided cue, and utilize this infor-
mation to generate a response (eg, whether to click the target 
button or non-target button in the AX-CPT task). According 
to Baddeley’s model of working memory, contextual infor-
mation is analogous to the sequential visual or auditory 
stimuli that are stored in the visuospatial sketchpad and 
phonological loop, which are transformed by the central 
executive system into goal-relevant predictive information.64

Methods
Two reviewers (K.H.T and A.M) independently conducted 
a literature search using PubMed (MEDLINE), Google 
Scholar, and PsycINFO up to September 2020. We focused 
on these databases because of their established reputation 
and coverage on biomedical and clinical research. Studies 
were reviewed and any contentions were resolved by 
involving a third reviewer (X.S). The majority opinion of 
the reviewers was used for further analysis.

The sets of keyword search terms were used in combina-
tion and included (“context processing” OR “contextual 
processing” OR “proactive control” OR “reactive control”) 
AND (“aging” OR “aging” OR “senior” OR “elderly” OR 
“older adults” OR “mild cognitive impairment” OR “MCI” 
OR (“dementia” OR “vascular dementia” OR “frontotem-
poral dementia” OR “Parkinson’s” OR “PD” OR “Lewy 
body dementia” OR “LBD” OR “Alzheimer’s Disease” 
OR “AD”). The “*” was used to indicate multiple words 
of the same meaning but different endings (Figure 1).

The search yielded a total of 803 articles. After filtering 
for title/abstract containing contextual processing key ter-
minology, language filter (for English), and age (for older 
adults), 137 articles remained in the filtered set I. A further 
filtering step through article reading excluded studies 
focusing on memory, attention, visuospatial, language, 
semantic, processing, or other neurodegenerative diseases 
unrelated to dementia. The final filtered set contained 23 
articles, including 11 on normal aging, 1 on AD, 5 on PD, 
and 6 on MCI (Figure 1).

This study applied narrative descriptions to each of the 
final articles, while no quality appraisal was performed 
given the relatively small number of studies found and 
the varied research methods and objectives of the studies.

Figure 1 The literature search and article selection process.
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Results
Aging and Contextual Processing – 
Electrophysiology Data
Studies suggested differences in the ERP components (P300 
and CNV) between older adults and adolescents/younger 
adults (Table 1A). Older adults exhibited a delayed P3b 
onset, indicating a deficit in making an anticipatory response 
towards a stimulus65 while taking a longer time to execute 
a response.40,66,67 Older adults showed comparable P3b 
amplitudes on context-dependent and context-independent 
trials, suggesting inability to differentiate contextual relevant 
versus irrelevant information.10 A reduced amplitude and 
a delayed onset in P3b were also observed when presented 
with conflicting stimuli, confirming difficulties in processing 
and responding to unexpected stimuli.65 Older adults also 
exhibited a P3a component after a non-cue stimulus (irrele-
vant item), which was not seen in younger participants, 
demonstrating involuntary and transient allocation of atten-
tion to unexpected or novel stimuli,30,68,69 and indicating 
increased susceptibility to attentional distraction with 
a longer reaction time.70 When there was a delay between 
the presentation of the cue and the probe, older adults showed 
a lower CNV amplitude compared to younger adults, demon-
strating a decline in neural correlate of task maintenance and 
motor preparation in anticipation of a stimulus.71 Hajra et al 
(2018) used portable EEG/ERP technology and demon-
strated the correlation of context-related information proces-
sing with increased N400 amplitude and increased 
temporoparietal activity while developing the brain vital 
sign framework in a wide age range.13,14

Aging and Contextual Processing – 
Behavioral and Neuroanatomical Data
Studies suggested that aging involves different neural acti-
vation patterns in the inhibitory processes concerning 
proactive control and reactive control (Table 1A). When 
suppressing irrelevant information or engaging in conflict 
resolution, older adults exhibited increased activity in 
multiple brain regions for inhibitory processes (eg, left 
inferior frontal triangularis, left inferior frontal operculum, 
left inferior temporal, and right anterior striatum) and 
displayed reduced efficiency;72,73 whereas younger adults 
only saw an increase in activity in their left posterior 
superior temporal.74

When older adults engaged in proactive control, they 
exhibited decreased activity in the anterior cingulate cor-
tex bilaterally (associated with conflict detection)75,76 and 

increased activity in the middle frontal gyrus (MFG),74 

linked with maintenance of task-relevant information.17 

The trade-off in activity (increased MFG activity at the 
expense of ACC activity) was interpreted as beneficial for 
older adults in tasks where proactive control is required.17 

In reactive control, older adults recruited the left inferior 
frontal operculum (known to play a role in inhibitory 
processes) more than the younger subjects.74 Studies also 
showed that older adults tend to rely more on the prefron-
tal structures (Table 1A). Younger adults only recruited 
frontal structures during mixed block trials in which they 
alternated between multiple tasks with cognitive 
challenge.71 In contrast, older adults recruited the same 
amount of frontal structures when completing a simpler 
task.71 Similarly, when completing the AX-CPT, older 
adults used the lateral PFC more than younger adults.77 

In addition, older adults showed variable PFC activation 
patterns when engaging in proactive and reactive control: 
in proactive control, the activation of the right dorsolateral 
PFC (key for memory encoding and goal-maintenance) 
was decreased; in reactive control, the activation in the 
ventral PFC and inferior frontal junction (important for 
reactive control) was increased.16,74 This suggests that 
normal aging involves reactive control more than proac-
tive control.10,17,77–81

MCI on Contextual Processing – 
Electrophysiology Data
The six studies each examined amnestic MCI (Table 1B). 
Patients with multiple domain amnestic mild cognitive 
impairment (mdaMCI), in which memory is affected in 
conjunction with other cognitive aspects, exhibited longer 
reaction times and fewer correct responses on several 
cognitive control tasks (eg, Simon task, go no go-task, 
and auditory-visual distraction attention task).82–87 

Patients with single domain amnestic mild cognitive 
impairment (sdaMCI), in which only memory is impaired, 
performed at an intermediate level relative to mdaMCI and 
age-matched controls.82–87 It also took the sdaMCI 
patients a longer time to evaluate and classify the items 
compared to the controls, shown by the longer P3b 
latencies.83 Both mdaMCI and sdaMCI patients had 
lower LRP amplitude than the control group, indicating 
a deficit in their ability to select and prepare for a motor 
response.85 mdaMCI patients also showed longer N2cc 
latencies (an ERP component that examines executive 
functions), in contrast to sdaMCI and control patients.86
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Table 1 Summary of Publications Reviewed in This Study

First 
Author

Year of 
Publication

Subject 
[Mean Age (sd 
or Range)]

Study 
Method

Task(s) Involved Main Findings

(A) Normal Aging

Braver81 2001 YA [24.6 (5.5)]; 

n = 175 

OA [72.0 (5.1)]; 

n = 81

Behavioural AX-CPT OA performed poorly on the BX and AX trials of the AX-CPT; 

they had impaired proactive control and were unable to use the 

cue as efficiently as the YA group to anticipate the upcoming 

target. However, OA performed faster on AY trials, suggesting 

preserved reactive control.

Rush79 2006 YA [19.8 (1.9)]; 

n = 51 

OA [74.8 (4.3)]; 

n = 56

Behavioural AX-CPT, Stroop, garden 

path sentences, go no-go, 

and stop-signal task

Compared to YA, OA made fewer errors on AY trials, indicating 

intact reactive control in responding to novel stimuli. OA also had 

a longer reaction time relative to YA on BX trials, which required 

proactive control. OA also had trouble inhibiting inappropriate 

responses for stop-signal and Stroop task. YA and OA performed 

similarly on the garden path and go no-go tasks.

West71 2006 YA [20.50 

(0.61)]; n = 20 

OA [71.75 

(7.79)]; n = 20

Behavioural 

and EEG

Counting task OA responded more slowly when they attempted to maintain contextual 

information over a longer period of time (5000 ms vs 2000 ms), showing 

a decrease in contingent negative variation amplitude. OA also needed 

additional cognitive loads for tasks that were relatively easy for YA.

Paxton77 2008 Experiment 1: 

YA [22.8 (3.7)]; 

n = 21 

OA [73 (5.7)]; 

n = 20 

Experiment 2: 

YA [21.56 

(3.14)]; n =16 

OA [72.38 

(6.51)]; n = 16

Event- 

related fMRI

AX-CPT Experiment 1: OA had increased errors and reaction times on BX 

trials, but less errors and faster reaction times on AY trials than YA. 

OA had greater activity in their lateral PFC when performing this 

task, compared to YA. 

Experiment 2: OA displayed sustained activity in the anterior and 

posterior brain regions whereas YA only showed transient activity 

in these regions. During cue-related activity, OA exhibited reduced 

activity in the right dorsolateral PFC, suggesting impaired ability to 

encode/maintain information.

De Sanctis96 2009 YA [24.1 

(20–35)]; n = 15 

HP OA [70 

(66–82)]; n = 10 

LP OA [69.7 

(66–82)]; n = 9

EEG Letter and number 

categorization task

LP OA showed a reduced P3 activity over the centro-parietal 

regions whereas the HP OA showed a robust P3, with the latter 

group exhibiting more robust activity in their PFC. This suggests 

a correlation of maintaining high levels of executive function and 

PFC activity in OA.

Fogelson65 2010 YA [24]*; n = 12 

OA [65]*; n = 11

EEG Predictive Sequence Visual 

Task

OA exhibited a greater P3b latency in contrast to YA. OA also 

exhibited a late sustained positivity after the detection of predicted and 

random targets, indicating their uncertainties in making decisions.

Hämmerer70 2010 C [10.15 (0.59)]; 

n = 42 

A [14.42 (0.55)]; 

n = 44 

YA [24.27 

(2.07)]; n = 46 

OA [71.24 

(2.91)]; n = 47

EEG AX-CPT C, A and YA participants paid more attention to the Cue stimulus 

in contrast to the Non-Cue stimulus as shown by the increased P3 

amplitude for the former. OA on the other hand were the only 

ones that exhibited a spike in their P3a amplitude for the Non-cue 

stimulus, suggesting increased attentional distractibility.

Trewartha95 2013 YA [22.4 (2.8)]; 

n = 17 

OA [72.3 (5.0)]; 

n = 15

EEG Multi-finger sequencing 

task

OA’s P3b amplitude was reduced and its onset was delayed 

compared to YA when presented with conflicting stimuli, indicating 

reduced ability to differentiate task-relevant from distractor items. 

YA had larger P3b amplitudes in trials where they responded faster, 

suggesting better context updating in correlation with faster task 

execution.

(Continued)
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Table 1 (Continued). 

First 
Author

Year of 
Publication

Subject 
[Mean Age (sd 
or Range)]

Study 
Method

Task(s) Involved Main Findings

Bugg78 2014 Experiment 1: 

YA [19.20 

(1.04)]; n = 16 

OA [74.68 

(6.32)]; n = 25 

Experiment 2: 

YA [19.20 

(1.04)]; n = 25 

OA [70.00 

(5.93)]; n = 17

Behavioural Stroop task and flanker 

interference

Experiment 1: OA performed similarly to YA in trials where there 

was a high level of interference. However, in trials with low 

interference, OA performed much worse than YA. This suggests 

that when faced continuously with conflicting information, OA are 

able to use their reactive control to select the appropriate 

response and that their reactive control is relatively similar to YA. 

Experiment 2: both YA and OA demonstrated less flanker 

interference when stimuli were presented in trials with high levels 

of interference in contrast with trials with low levels of 

interference.

Schmitt10 2014 YA [22.4 (2.4)]; 

n =18 

OA [75.1 (3.8)]; 

n =18

Behavioural 

and EEG

AX-CPT In YA, P3b amplitude increased from frontal to parietal electrodes 

mainly on the context-dependent trials. OA, instead, exhibited 

comparable P3b amplitudes on context-dependent and context- 

independent trials, suggesting that OA were more easily distracted 

by irrelevant stimuli in contrast to YA.

Manard74 2017 YA [23.5 (3.22)]; 

n = 20 

OA [65.1 (3.8)]; 

n = 20

Event- 

related fMRI

Stroop task OA exhibited increased activity in the left inferior frontal areas and 

the anterior striatum when engaged in conflict resolution and 

suppressing of irrelevant information. When engaged in proactive 

control, OA exhibited increased activity in the middle frontal 

gyrus. OA also recruited the left inferior frontal operculum more 

than YA for reactive control.

(B) Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI)

Cespón85 2013 mdaMCI [71.0 

(9.2)]; n = 13 

sdaMCI [67.0 

(9.1)]; n = 17 

Control [65.0 

(8.1)]; n = 25

Behavioural 

and EEG

Simon task mdaMCI patients exhibited more errors in the Simon task 

compared to the other two groups. In addition, the N2pc 

amplitude (ERP marker associated with visuospatial processes) was 

smaller in the mdaMCI group compared to controls. Lastly, both 

mdaMCI and sdaMCI patients had a lower LRP amplitude (an ERP 

marker for motor processes) than control groups.

Cid- 

Fernández82

2014 aMCI [69.5 

(8.2)]; n = 30 

Control [65.9 

(8.0)]; n = 63

Behavioural 

and EEG

Go no-go task aMCI patients had longer reaction times and less accuracy in the 

Go no-go task in contrast to the control group. aMCI patients also 

had lower N2 amplitudes for the Go no-go task compared to 

controls, which indicated that they were less skilled at detecting 

task-relevant stimulus and inhibiting inappropriate responses.

Cespón86 2015 mdaMCI [71.2 

(2.06)]; n = 12 

sdaMCI [69.1 

(1.98)]; n = 13 

Control [68.3 

(1.68)]; n = 18

Behavioural 

and EEG

Simon task The mdaMCI patients made more errors on the Simon task than the 

sdaMCI patients and the controls. This was supported by the EEG 

data, showing that the mdaMCI group had longer N2cc latencies, ie, 

ERP markers for selective attention in tactile processes.

Ramos- 

Goicoa83

2016 aMCI [70.7 

(9.1)]; n =39 

Control [65.4 

(9.2)]; n =45

Behavioural 

and EEG

Stroop task aMCI patients struggled with selecting and preparing for a motor 

response (lower LRP amplitudes relative to control group). aMCI 

patients also evaluated and classified congruent and incongruent 

stimuli more slowly than controls, as shown by the longer P3b 

latencies.

(Continued)
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Table 1 (Continued). 

First 
Author

Year of 
Publication

Subject 
[Mean Age (sd 
or Range)]

Study 
Method

Task(s) Involved Main Findings

Cid- 

Fernández84

2017 mdaMCI [72.1 

(6.9)]; n =12 

sdaMCI [68.7 

(10.1)]; n = 22 

Control [67.0 

(9.8)]; n =20

Behavioural 

and EEG

Auditory-visual distraction- 

attention task

mdaMCI group performed the worst out of all the 3 groups, with 

longer reaction times and more incorrect responses. sdaMCI 

group performed at an intermediate level relative to control and 

mdaMCI.

Cid- 

Fernández87

2017 mdaMCI [72.3 

(7.3)]; n =12 

sdaMCI [68.3 

(10.1)]; n =21 

Control [66.2 

(9.2)]; n =19

Behavioural 

and EEG

Auditory-visual distraction- 

attention task

mdaMCI group had longer reaction times and fewer correct 

responses than control and sdaMCI groups. mdaMCI group had 

lower sLRP amplitudes in contrast to control participants whereas 

sdaMCI had longer sLRP peak latencies (ERP marker for motor 

processes).

(C) Alzheimer’s Disease

Braver88 2005 YA [19.8 (1.9)]; 

n = 51 

YO [71.7 (2.3)]; 

n = 46 

OO [81.0 (4.7)]; 

n = 43 

AD [80.1 (7.1)]; 

n = 26

Behavioural AX-CPT Compared with YA, YO experienced issues related to context 

activation/updating but no additional impairment in context 

maintenance. Individuals between the ages of 66–75 appeared to 

be more vulnerable to context activation/updating deficits. In 

contrast, OO performed worse in the long-delay condition 

(5000ms) in contrast to the YO, suggesting increased deficits in 

context maintenance at advanced ages. Additionally, individuals 

with very mild AD demonstrated even greater level of context 

maintenance deficits, compared to age-matched OO.

(D) Parkinson’s Disease (on Non-Demented Older Patients)

Wylie91 2010 OAP [65.9 (8.2)]; 

n = 52 

OA [63.3 (7.9)]; 

n = 30

Behavioural Simon task OAP and OA controls performed similarly on tasks requiring on- 

line control (ie suppressing incorrect responses within one trial/at 

a given moment in time). OAP performed as well as OA on tasks 

requiring proactive control (adjusting control mechanisms to 

better adapt to future response conflict). On-line cognitive control 

was more affected as mobility-related impairments increased 

amongst OAP patients, whereas proactive control remained 

unaffected.

Fogelson89 2011 OAP [61.6 (5.6)]; 

n = 8 

OA [63.4 (6.2)]; 

n = 8

Behavioural 

and EEG

Predictive sequence visual 

task

OA processed random and predicted targets differently whereas 

OAP showed no difference in performance, as shown by the lack 

of P3b latency shift between the two trials for OAP patients. OA 

also processed predicted targets faster than random targets but 

this was not observed in OAP. OAP patients were able to detect 

targets but experienced difficulties with differentiating task- 

relevant vs task-irrelevant information.

Fogelson25 2013 OAP [58.8 (2.3)]; 

n = 15 

OA [58.3 (2.8)]; 

n =15

EEG Predictive sequence visual 

task

OAP patients had higher cluster coefficients and longer path 

lengths, demonstrating weaker frontal-parietal connections when 

performing target detection tasks. This was because high cluster 

coefficients and long path lengths are correlated with increased 

functional connections within the frontal loops, indicating less 

neurons/networks to support communications between the 

frontal and other cortical regions.

(Continued)
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MCI on Contextual Processing – 
Behavioral and Neuroanatomical Data
We were unable to find any studies in the literature that 
examined the effects of MCI on CP from a neuroanatomical 
perspective. However, from a behavioral perspective, 
mdaMCI patients took a longer time than sdaMCI patients 
and age-matched controls in eliciting a motor response when 
presented with a task-relevant stimulus.85

Alzheimer’s Disease on Contextual 
Processing – Electrophysiology Data
We were unable to find any electrophysiology-related studies 
in the literature that examined the effects of AD on CP.

Alzheimer’s Disease on Contextual 
Processing – Behavioral and 
Neuroanatomical Data
Current literature suggests a complete lack of neuroanatomical 
studies in understanding CP in AD. The sole study of the 
research line that examined the effects of AD on CP enrolled 
26 AD patients and 43 age matched control participants and 

this was purely behavioral.88 The researchers observed 
that AD patients were unable to maintain contextual informa-
tion for 5000 ms (Table 1C). In the study, AD patients made 
more errors on BX trials in contrast to AX, AY, and BY trials and 
exhibited no response latency for the BX trial, compared with 
age-matched controls. This was interpreted by the authors as: 
instead of taking the needed extra processing time on BX trials 
to inhibit the inappropriate response tendencies associated 
with the X probe, AD patients simply succumbed to the probe- 
related interference and generated an error response. The 
authors further interpreted that AD patients were unable to 
utilize contextual information to execute task-related beha-
viours due to an impaired proactive control due to the fact 
that the BX trial of the AX-CPT task is used to index proactive 
control.88 This suggests that proactive control in further 
impaired in AD than in normal aging.

Parkinson’s Disease on Contextual 
Processing – Electrophysiology Data
Five studies explored the effects of PD on contextual 
processing, and each restricted the enrolment to PD 
patients without dementia (Table 1D). Three studies 

Table 1 (Continued). 

First 
Author

Year of 
Publication

Subject 
[Mean Age (sd 
or Range)]

Study 
Method

Task(s) Involved Main Findings

Li90 2018 OAP [58.1 (2.5)]; 

n = 17 

OA [57 (2.6)]; 

n = 15

EEG Predictive sequence visual 

task

OAP patients showed similar P3b amplitude across the implicit and 

explicit trials (when they were made aware of the predictive 

sequence and the subsequent target), whereas OA had higher P3b 

amplitudes for the explicit condition. OAP also exhibited longer 

P3b latencies for predicted targets compared to random targets in 

both the implicit and explicit sessions, indicating slower processing 

speed of predicted targets. OAP also had high degree of 

connectivity between neural networks (the gamma measurements) 

when processing contextual information, indicating functional 

connectivity abnormalities within their top-down frontal networks.

Di Caprio92 2020 RPD [57.6 (6.8)]; 

n = 17 

LPD [61.6 (5.6)]; 

n = 17 

Controls [58.8 

(6.9)]; n = 24

Behavioural Reaching stop-signal task Reactive inhibition (ability to immediately stop a behaviour) was 

reduced in early-stage PD patients (Hoehn and Yahr stage 1) 

whereas proactive inhibition (ability to shape response strategies 

according to the context) remained unaffected.

Notes: *No age range or standard deviations were provided. “n” indicates the sample size. 
Abbreviations: A, adolescents; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; AX-CPT, AX continuous performance test; AY, a variation of the AX-CPT; BX, 
a variation of the AX-CPT; C, children; EEG, electroencephalography; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; HP, high-performing; LP, low-performing; LPD, left-dominant 
Parkinson’s disease patients; LRP, lateralized readiness potential; mdaMCI, multiple domain amnestic mild cognitive impairment; N2, an event-related potential associated with detecting 
mismatched information; N2cc; an event-related potential associated with selective attention in tactile processes; N2pc, an event-related potential associated with selective attention in 
visuospatial processes; OA, older adults; OAP, older adults with Parkinson’s Disease; OO, old-old adults; P3, an event-related potential associated with decision making; P3a, 
a component of the P3 that is associated with processing unexpected novel stimuli; P3b, a component of the P3 that is associated with information processing; RPD, right-dominant 
Parkinson’s disease patients; sd, standard deviation; sdaMCI, single domain amnestic mild cognitive impairment; sLRP, stimulus-locked lateralized readiness potential; YA, young adult; YO, 
young-old adults.
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repeatedly showed that PD patients were able to detect 
targets but unable to utilize the contextual information (ie, 
a predictive sequence to help them generate a faster 
response in a subsequent trial).25,89,90 Based on the 
authors’ interpretation, the extensive connections in PD 
patients’ frontal networks inhibited the rate at which infor-
mation was relayed, hence the underperformance on the 
processing of contexts in this population.89,90 Fogelson 
et al also compared CP performance involving PD and 
schizophrenic patients, and reported that both patient 
groups had abnormal network changes when processing 
context-dependent stimuli, specifically weaker frontal- 
temporal-parietal connections.25 Interestingly, another 
study reported that proactive control was preserved 
amongst PD patients, as they showed the ability to adjust 
control mechanisms to better adapt to future response 
conflict.91 The study also showed that as motor symptom 
severity increased, online cognitive control was decreased 
in the PD patient participants, although proactive control 
remained unaffected.91 Yet, another study observed that 
proactive inhibition was preserved amongst early-stage PD 
patients whereas reactive inhibition was reduced.92 

Collectively, these studies suggest that proactive control 
is spared amongst PD patients.

Parkinson’s Disease on Contextual 
Processing – Behavioral and 
Neuroanatomical Data
We were unable to find any studies in the literature that 
examined the effects of PD on CP from a neuroanatomical 
perspective. However, from a behavioral perspective, the 
non-demented PD patients showed robust context mainte-
nance abilities (proactive control), but weakened context 
adjustment abilities (reactive control). For instance, Di 
Caprio et al observed that PD patients struggled with 
inhibiting a response when presented with contradicting 
information.92 Fogelson et al noted that PD patients had 
issues differentiating task-relevant from task-irrelevant 
information, which could contribute to the decline in reac-
tive control abilities seen in this population.89

Discussion
We studied the literature on contextual processing concern-
ing the impacts of normal and accelerated aging. The avail-
able data to date have revealed some important findings. As 
summarized in Figure 2, older adults had a delayed onset and 
reduced amplitude of electrophysiological response to 

information detection, comparison, and execution. CP is 
further impaired in AD, specifically in terms of the proactive 
control mechanism, whereas PD largely affects the reactive 
control mechanism of CP. Depending on subtype, the effect 
of MCI can be more heterogeneous, although slower initiat-
ing, processing, and motor responding appear to be typical. 
The information has clinical and healthcare implications. As 
an integral component of executive control, CP is fundamen-
tal in support of daily living, allowing individuals to intern-
ally interpret environmental cues to guide their thoughts and 
behavior through the formation of an internal representation 
of context, remembering the information in working mem-
ory, and updating of context to adjust to the 
environment.11,93,94

Studies consistently suggested that aging is associated 
with marked changes in the P3a, P3b, and CNV waveforms 
induced by CP tasks, with delayed onset and reduced ampli-
tudes as being common (Table 1).10,30,40,65–68,70,72,73,95,96 

Based on these differences, it has been suggested that elec-
trophysiological markers may be developed in support of 
clinical decision making.14 Aging is also associated with 
reduced inhibition toward irrelevant stimuli and older adults 
recruit additional neural resources to perform CP 
tasks.63,74,78 It is clear that older adults are more reliant on 
their frontal structures than younger adults with CP, espe-
cially the PFC,68,77 in accordance with the “guided activation 
theory of PFC function,” in suggesting that frontal dopamine 
system aids in setting and achieving goals, which is less 
efficient in older adults so that further engagement of the 
PFC coordination is seen in this population.

The only study that compared the effects of AD on CP 
was based on behavioral data and reported that proactive 
control was severely impaired in the AD patients, whilst 
reactive control remained relatively stable.88 Indeed, 
proactive control may be more effortful and cognitively 
demanding than reactive control in that the latter is only 
active on an “as-needed” basis, specifically when an inter-
ference is encountered.97,98 Furthermore, the neural 
regions supporting proactive control (ie, the anterior atten-
tion system including the frontal eye field) deteriorate 
faster than those supporting reactive control (ie, the poster-
ior attention system including the parietal cortex and the 
temporoparietal junction).78,99–101 The hallmark hippo-
campi and the medial temporal atrophy in AD can affect 
information maintenance with working memory. 
Neuroimaging and electrophysiology research are needed 
to determine whether AD involves further changes in P3a, 
P3b, CNV, and N2 waveforms than normal aging.
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Compared to AD, CP was better studied for PD but 
limited to older patients without dementia, with results 
spanning both behavioral and electrophysiological aspects. 
It is clear that PD affects the utilization of contextual 
information to prepare and execute a response, due to the 
over-excessive frontal network connections, preventing 

effective cross-communication between cortical 
regions.25,89,90 As a result, PD patients without dementia 
exhibited a decline in their reactive control performance, 
most likely related to the loss of dopaminergic neurons in 
their basal ganglia, preventing effective motor abilities. On 
the other hand, proactive control remained relatively intact 

Figure 2 Summary of current status of contextual processing research in relation to normal and accelerated aging. *It remains to be determined the other effects that 
normal aging could have on context processing. **It remains to be determined the other effects that MCI could have on context processing. ***mdaMCI patients perform 
worse than sdaMCI patients. † Unknown effects. 
Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; AD, Alzheimer’s Disease; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; CP, context processing; mdaMCI, multiple domain 
amnestic mild cognitive impairment; PD, Parkinson’s Disease; PFC, prefrontal cortex; sdaMCI, single domain amnestic mild cognitive impairment.
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for these PD patients,91,92 opposite to what is observed 
in AD and mdaMCI patients who experienced declines in 
memory and other cognitive domains.

CP in MCI may be more complicated to study due to 
highly heterogeneous conditions. The studies under the 
review have all been on amnestic MCI patients, who 
showed a general slowness with contextual information 
processing in contrast to normal aging. Several studies 
contrasted the mdaMCI and sdaMCI subtypes: typical, 
mdaMCI patients exhibit more profound brain activity 
changes, explained by the decreased attentional 
resources in mdaMCI for processing task-relevant 
stimuli.82–87 The pace to initiate a motor response was 
also slower than normal aging, seen with a relatively 
lower LRP amplitudes (an ERP marker for motor 
processes).84 The observation that a prolonged N2cc 
latency characterize the multi-domain amnestic MCI 
also suggests a deficit in the executive function of the 
MCI group.86 The information can be useful for early 
differential diagnoses and effective intervention, consid-
ering that MCI represents the greatest risk for dementia.

Several caveats apply to our study. First, data presented 
were based on a small number of publications, most of 
which enrolled a small number of participants. We also did 
not carry out a systematic review and may not have 
a complete coverage of the topic. For instance, only one 
study was found for CP and AD and it was purely beha-
vioural with no EEG or imaging data, demonstrating how 
novel this topic is. When more data become available, 
more sophisticated screening methodologies and data ana-
lysis can become feasible. Additionally, given the current 
paucity of available clinical data, it is not understood 
whether the present findings can be reliably generalized. 
It is anticipated that the needed future research will reveal 
additional data to improve the understanding about the 
disease impact with increased sample sizes and more 
sophisticated study designs.

Also, we limited the scope of the review to CP and 
excluded publications on the other related cognitive 
aspects, such as semantic processing, sensory perception, 
and attention. Clearly, cognitive domains are associated 
with each other, all of which being critical to our daily 
living activities. Similarly, we cannot expect neurocogni-
tive disorders or the deficits of normal aging to affect 
particular cognitive domains in isolation. Meanwhile, stu-
dies typically have a focused purpose of investigating 
a specific cognitive domain and indeed several domains 
including memory, attention, and executive function have 

each been well reviewed previously.3,102 In terms of CP, it 
is a primary part of multiple cognitive processes and 
shares with multiple common PFC presentations such as 
dorsolateral PFC and lateral PFC,4,10,16–18 making it even 
more difficult for focused investigation. For this reason, 
the studies under review are particularly plausible, owing 
to the careful design and data curating to allow the critical 
information. Further development and clinical translation 
of CP research will also rely on future methodology and 
technology breakthroughs.

Even with the limitations, our work contributes to the 
research field by providing the first review that synthesizes 
recent findings on CP. The study suggests that CP declines 
with age and is further impaired by neurodegenerative 
diseases, including AD, PD, and MCI with characteristic 
patterns (Figure 2). This knowledge can potentially benefit 
clinical decision-making in the realm of aging and neuro-
cognitive disorders. Moreover, our study draws attention 
to a clear need for future research on CP such as imple-
menting neuroimaging technologies. Further, it revealed 
a knowledge gap about the effects of other dementias on 
CP, other than AD (Figure 2). Many of these including 
frontotemporal dementia, Lewy body dementia, and vas-
cular dementia have unique neuropathology and clinical 
representation and we hypothesize that they would affect 
CP. For instance, vascular dementia is characterized with 
widespread white matter connectivity,103 and this will 
likely affect information transmission of CP.

Taken together, previous research has clearly demon-
strated the importance of contextual processing in older 
adults with their adaptation in daily living environment. 
A reduction in CP has been found to affect widespread 
aspects of their personal and social lives including 
speech and communication, reasoning, recognition, 
memory, judgment and decision-making.103–107 This 
raises concern to expand this important but largely under-
studied area of CP in aging. It is anticipated that future 
research will be able to apply valid innovative methods 
and technologies17–19 and produce the needed data to 
investigate CP. The needed data on CP in MCI, AD, 
and other neurodegenerative conditions will help provide 
important new insights for clinical practice, to early 
diagnose and control the symptoms and risk factors, 
and effectively manage the diseases and prevent cogni-
tive consequences. The information will also be valuable 
for improved care of older adults with sensible suppor-
tive contexts.
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Conclusion
Contextual processing is a unique component of working 
memory and executive function critical for daily living. 
Available data have revealed characteristic behavioral, 
neural activation, brain waveforms, and structural changes 
of CP in normal aging while its impairments in aging- 
related neurodegenerative disorders are little known, other 
than reduced proactive control in AD and reactive control 
in PD. A general trend for CP performance in MCI 
patients is slower processing and movement initiation. 
The current situation calls for future research to enrich 
the knowledge in this field for improved intervention/pre-
ventative strategies.
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